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Abstract: Using Fisher Information Matrix(FIM), the optimal trajectory which is generated in order to localize the
specific target is obtained as optimal problem. However, it is more effective to use more vehicles with various sensor in
order to gather information about target. So, since we just check how multi vehicles with various sensors by cooperative
maneuver affect the trajectory in this paper. Analytical solution is obtained from the above formulation and then the
solution is verified through several simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is a classical nonlinear estimation problem that
passive measurements, especially bearing-only measure
ments from a sensor such as passive sonar, vision sensor
or infrared sensor are collected to localize a certain tar
get, based on a sequence of noisy measurements. Gener
ally, in bearings-only localization, many studies assumed
that both observer and target exist on the same horizon
tal plane and that assumption is applied in this paper too.
Moreover, kinematics of the observer with constant ve
locity is used to generate the trajectory. Even though
there is no measurement noise, an observer maneuver is
necessary in order to ensure observability. Also, although
a target can be localized without an observer maneuver,
properly exploiting observer motion to increase observ
ability enhances estimation performance greatly[5]. Af
ter the previous target localization problem was studied
widely for some decades, the research of cooperative ma
neuver become to start briskly in order to maximize the
effectiveness of localization based on the studies of lo
calization. In this paper, to solve the optimal observer
maneuver problem, the determinant of the FIM is sug
gested as a performance index like the previous studies.
Firstly, when the only bearing sensors are equipped to
each vehicle in order to obtain information of target, it is
researched that how the optimal cooperative maneuver is
generated. Also, orthogonal maneuver as analytical solu
tion is derived. Based on the simulation results, the in
crease rates of information due to flight time and the dif
ference of each bearing angles are compared. Secondly,
the case which each vehicle equips different sensor such
as bearing sensor and range sensor each other is stud
ied. Because small UAVs are applied widely nowdays
and these UAVs can not equip many sensor due to weight
limit, the cooperative maneuver with different sensor is
useful practically.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

operative localization with only bearing sensor is consid
ered. Then, cooperative localization of multiple vehicles
which have different sensor is studied.

The geometry of the bearing target localization prob
lem is shown in Fig.l. Using a bearing sensor, the ob
server measures the bearing angle, 13, of line of sight to
the target. Based on the history of the bearing angles, the
observer can estimate the target coordinates. An observer
and a target are assumed to remain in the identical hor
izontal plane and the observer is assumed to move with
a constant velocity v. To reflect the attitude of observer
for RCS effect which will be referred in optimal problem
section, the observer dynamic equations are expressed as
follows:

x vcos~ (1)

iJ vsin~

~ !l tan ¢
v

¢ (¢c - c/J)/T
(2)

I¢I < 45deg.

where ¢c means the control input and T is time constant
for time delay system. Control input is assumed to be
limited within ±45 deg. considering the vehicle maneu
ver. The measurement, 13, equation is
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Fig. I Geometry of localization problem

The general localization problem uses only bearing
sensor or bearing-range sensor. In this paper, firstly, co-
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In this paper, we assume that the target is stationary, so
only position can be selected as target state simply.

with

{}(t .:) == d{3 (ti; XT(ti)) == [(~X(t)) (~y(t)) 0 0] T (14)
" dXT(ti) (J"(t)r2(t) - (J"(t)r2(t)

where t expresses the present time. Such that,

F(t) = -; L <JlT(ti, t)()(ti)()T(ti) <Jl(ti, t) (13)
a

ti~t

(16)

(15)XT - x(t)

YT - y(t)
(~X(t))2 + (~y(t))2

where,

P == E(X({3) - XT ) (X({3) - XT)T ~ F- 1 (4)

where XT means a nonrandom parameter, X({3) repre
sents an unbiased estimator, and {3 is the set of measure
ments.

where (XT, YT) means the target states, vJ3 is a zero-mean
and uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with constant vari
ance a~. To obtain good estimation of target location, this
problem can be solved by optimization problem which
minimize the estimation error covariance matrix. Other
wise, we can say that it is the problem which maximize
the information of target reversely. Fisher Information
Matrix(FIM) can be used as a criterion which represents
the amount of information. According to the CRLB the
orem, the inverse of the FIM can be become the lower
bound of the estimation error covariance matrix as fol
lows:

FIM, F, expresses the variance of the score which is the
partial derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood func
tion.

{3 == [ {3 (to) ... {3 (t ) ] (5)
Then, the target transition matrix becomes identity ma
trix, 12 , so FIM is modified like follow:

1
F(t) == 2" L {}(ti){}T (ti) (17)

a
ti~t

XT(t) == [XT(t) YT(t) VTx VTy JT (10)

Then, using the transition matrix, we can derive the target
dynamics as

(20)
n

F(t) == LFj(t)
j=l

where j represents the information of each vehicle. As
a result, we know that total information is identical with
summation of each information, which is reasonable in
stinctively. By introducing a covariance ellipsoid at near
target, we can interpret the effect of cooperative maneu
ver as shown Fig.2. Each vehicle can share the informa
tion of target, otherwise that means the shared uncertainty
of target is becoming small as Fig.3. Here, in order to ex
pect the trend of the cooperative maneuver, we consider
FIM during just one step. Fig.4 shows geometry of each
bearing angle between each vehicle and stationary target.
If we consider just one step, FIM can be described as fol
lows:

In the matrix form, therefore, FIM can be expressed as

[

"",,N (~y(t))2 "",,N (~y(t)~X(t))]
F - L..Jt=l (J"2(t)r4 (t) - L..Jt=l (J"2(t)r4 (t) (18)

- "",,N (~y(t)~x(t)) "",,N (~x(ti)2
- L..Jt=l (J"2(t)r4 (t) L..Jt=l (J"2(t)r (t)

2.1 Cooperative maneuver with only bearing sensor

If more vehicles share the information of target simul
taneously for cooperative maneuver, information matrix
should be modified in order to contain total information
of all vehicles. Then, (}(ti) is expressed as follows:

(}( ti) [ d{31(ti,XT(td) d{3n(ti,XT(t i ))] (19)
dXT (td dXT (td

where n means the number of vehicles. As a result,
eq.(13) is rearranged like follow:

(9)

(8)

(7)

(6)

(11 )<I> (ti+l ,ti)XT(ti)

[
12 (ti+ 1 - ti)12

O2 12

F == -E{:22Inp(J3IXl}
X X=XT

Here, p({31 X) represents the conditional probability den
sity function when X is the target state XT. After the
partial derivative in a brace of eq.(8) is calculated, FIM is
derived as follow:

F == E {8
8

In p(J3lxl}
X X=XT

If the follow regularity condition is assumed

J:;2 P(J3IXl dX = 0

then, FIM equation, eq.(6), is modified like follows:

Generally, if the target moves with constant velocity, its
trajectory is characterized by the four-dimensional target
state vectors given by

where the ti (for i == 1, ... , n) means the measurement
times. Therefore, the equation in a square bracket of
eq.(??) is modified as follows:

8{3(ti, XT(ti))

8XT(t)

8{3(ti, XT(ti)) dXT(ti)

8XT(ti ) 8XT(t)
(12)

F==

[

sin2 {31 sin2 {32
(J"~(t)r~(t) + (J"~(t)r~(t)

sin 131 cos {31 sin {32 cos {32
- (J"i(t)rr(t) (J"r(t)r~(t)

] (21)
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(26)

(27)

(24)

(25)

F(t)

where v'Y (t) means the range sensor noise which is zero
mean and uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with con
stant variance a;. Previous FIM definition contains
only bearing measurements, so reformulation of FIM is
needed as follows:

F= -i- {E ([ a
8f3 t:r])}a/3a~ XT

Then, (](ti) can be modified as

(t.) - [a/3(tiixT(td) aR(tiiXT(ti))
(} /'l - 8XT(ti) 8XT(ti)

As a result, the eq.(13) is rearranged like follows:

1 '""" T22~ <I> (ti,t)
a/3a'Y ti~t

[
(:!T) 2 + (gx~ )2

8/3 8/3 + 8R 8R
8XT 8YT 8XT 8YT

Ff3+F,,(

where Ff3, F'Y represent the information of bearing and
range measurements. The above equation shows that total
information of bearing sensor and range sensor is identi
cal with summation of each information, which is similar
conclusion with cooperative maneuver with identical sen
sor.

Based on the above conclusion, the trend of cooper
ative maneuver with multiple sensors can be analyzed.
First of all, FIM of range measurements are derived as
follows:

F", == ~ [ cos
2

.",! cos.",! sin / ]
, a 2 cos/sIn/ SIn2 /'Y

where / means the angle between vehicle with range sen
sor and target. Let us consider total FIM for two step to
analyze the trend of cooperation with different sensors.

F(ti) + F(ti+l)

F/3(ti) + F'Y(ti) + F/3(ti+l) + F'Y(ti+l) (28)

[
F{l F{2]
F{2 F~2

2.2 Cooperative maneuver with multiple sensors

Let us consider cooperative maneuver with multiple
sensors. While only bearing sensor is applied for cooper
ative maneuver in the previous section, one vehicle uses
only range sensor and the other vehicle apply the bearing
sensor for cooperation in this section. Cooperative recon
naissance problem with both of two sensors was already
studied in [6]. Cooperative maneuver with both sensors,
which is referred in [6], is similar with cooperative ma
neuver with only bearing sensor. Therefore, let us know
how each sensor affects each other by sharing the infor
mation when each vehicle equips different sensor. Firstly,
it is needed to introduce the characteristics of range sen
sor. Similarly with bearing sensor, range measurements
are expressed as follows:

R(t) == V[x(t) - XT(t)]2 + [y(t) - YT(t)]2 + v'Y(t) (23)

x

Fig. 4 Description of bearing angle

From the final equation derived from determinant of FIM,
we can know that the distances between each vehicle and
target must become small and the angle between two
vectors from each vehicle to target has to be orthogo
nal. Here, we assume that the covariances of each sen
sor are fixed to consider only distance and bearing angle.
Through the tradeoff between the distances and bearing
angle relation, therefore, the amount of information can
be maximized.

~1

det(F)

where the subscription number indicates the related vehi
cle number. In this paper, in other to reflect the amount
of information, the determinant of FIM is used as scalar
measures. If the determinant is applied to the above FIM
during one step,

Fig. 3 Covariance ellipsoid when difference of between
{31 and (32 is almost orthogonal

y

Fig. 2 Covariance ellipsoid when difference of between
{31 and {32 is small
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Because FIM is derived from quadratic term, F~1 is iden
tical with F{ 2. The subscriptions of the each angle are
selected to simplify as follows:

3020o 10

x (kmJ

-10-20-30
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00

100 • Target

120

1. The observer moves with a constant velocity
(0. 15kmls)

2. The fixed position of target is (0,1 OO)km
3. Bearing measurement error standard deviation (a j3)

and range measurement error standard deviation (a,) are
one

In the first single case, the start position of vehicle is (10,
O)km and total flight time is 450sec. and in cooperative
mode another vehicle is located at (-10, O)km symmetri
cally. Fig.5 compares the trajectories of single ma-

(29)

(30)

+ sin 12 cos 12
a 2

I

cos2 PI cos2 P2 sin2
/ 1 sin2

/ 2-')-')- + -')-2- + --')- + --2-
a~r~1 a~r132 a; a:

where r;3 represents the distance between vehicle with
bearing sensor and target. Using the above element equa
tions, determinant of FIM as information measure is de
rived as follows:

/h == (3(ti), f32 == /)(ti+l)
II == I(tz), r2 == I(ti+l)

Then, the elements of FIM are expressed as

sin2
f31 sin2

/)2 cos2 It COS
2

12
-2-2- + -2-2- + --')- + --.)-
aj3rj31 aj3rj32 a') a')

sin f31 cos PI sin P2 cos P2
a~rj31 a~r~2

sin 11 cos 11
+ .)

a~

(31 )
Fig. 5 Comparison between the single trajectory and the

cooperative trajectory when flight time is 450sec.

3. OPTIMIZATION

The problem of trajectory optimization is formulated
to maximize the determinant of FIM as performance in
dex.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between determinant of single mode
and determinant of cooperative mode when flight
time is 450sec.
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+

J == - det(F)

1 . 2 ( 1 ..)
4 2 ') SIn (/)1 - /12) + 4 sIn~(/l - (2)

a;3r;3,r'J2 a,

1 ( 2. .) )-')-2----:')- cos (/)1 - II ) + cos~ (/11 - 12)
a~a,"'(r~,

1 ( 2 '»)-2-2-')- cos (/12 - 11 ) + cos~ (/)2 - 12)
a ;3arr~2

As shown in the above equation, first term is related to the
bearing-only measurements and second term is connected
with the range-only measurements and final rest terms
are correlated with bearing and range measurements. Be
cause the above equation depends on the range, angle and
each sensor covariance complicatedly, it is not easy to an
alyze intuitively. Therefore, numerical analysis as case
by case is carried out next section.

Fig. 7 Comparison between the single trajectory and the
cooperative trajectory when flight time is 650sec.

neuver and cooperative maneuver. As shown in Fig.5,
we can know that the trajectory of the vehicle1 which is
applied to single mode is changed due to effect of coop
erative maneuver with the vehicle2. In Fig.6, we can see
better result of the determinant of FIM when cooperative
maneuver is conducted, which is about 20 times than the
determinant of FIM of single maneuver. By supplying

For this optimization problem, we use parameter opti
mization method. Therefore, history of inputs is divided
into some grids and the divided input elements are set
as parameters, then the optimal history of inputs can be
obtained. To maximize the determinant of FIM, '-' is at
tached to performance index.

4. SIMULATION

4.1 Cooperative maneuver with only bearing sensor

Firstly, to compare the result of cooperative maneu
ver with single maneuver, threat effect is not considered.
Some simulation conditions are like follows:

-:D -20 -10

x (km;

10 20 30
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About 20 times

line during flight time. When fight time is increase, effect
of ranges between of target and vehicle is bigger than ef
fect of bearing angle in eq.(22). When initial positions
are orthogonal, the effect of bearing angle is maximized.
Therefore, when flight time is increased, increase rate of
information is smaller relatively.
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100 • Target

Fig. 8 Comparison between determinant of single mode
and determinant of cooperative mode when flight
time is 650sec.
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4.2 Cooperative maneuver with multiple sensors

Here, simulation about first case, forward flight and
second case, coordinated turn, in previous analysis sec
tion is considered sequently.

Firstly, let us consider the case that distance between
target and vehicle is bigger than 1. As shown Fig.II,
the vehicle with bearing sensor moves to the target al
most straightly to reduce the distance and the vehicle with
range sensor moves in order to make bearing angle effect
maximize. It is identical result with previous conclusion
that maneuver of the range sensor vehicle acts as a sub
stitute for orthogonal maneuver of bearing sensor.
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Fig. 9 Comparison between the single trajectory and
the cooperative trajectory when each start position is
orthogonal 40
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Fig. 11 cooperative trajectory when multiple sensors are
used
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5. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 10 Comparison between determinant of single
mode and determinant of cooperative mode when
each start position is orthogonal

only one vehicle, therefore, the information about the tar
get is enhanced enormously.

In order to compare the effect of flight time and bear
ing angles based on the previous simulation, next two
simulations are carried out. Here, longer flight time
means that the residual distance between the target and
vehicle become shorter. As shown figure of the determi
nant of FIM, when flight time is longer the determinant of
FIM is increased only about 10 times than single mode.
On the other hand, when each start position is orthogo
nal, that is initial difference of two bearing angle is 90
degree and the flight time is 450 second, the increment of
the determinant of FIM is about 60 times, which is better
6 times than longer flight time case. Specially, as shown
trajectory figure, because initial difference of two bear
ing angles is orthogonal, each trajectory become straight

In this paper, cooperative maneuver with identical sen
sor or different sensor is considered. Firstly, we knew that
each optimal trajectory without cooperative maneuver is
not identical with result of cooperative maneuver. Also,
with cooperative maneuver each trajectory is generated
to make each gathering information orthogonal, which
means that the difference of each bearing angle become
orthogonal. Its analytical solution is derived and simu
lation about increased flight time and relation of initial
bearing angles is considered. Therefore, we knew that if
given flight time is not enough or there are many threat
near target position, information can be increased by us
ing cooperative network without the flight around the tar
get.

Secondly, if different sensors which are bearing sen
sor and range sensor are equipped with each vehicle, the
cooperative trajectory is not identical with one which is
result from cooperative maneuver with identical sensors.
As cooperative maneuver case with identical sensors, an
alytical formulation is derived and analyzed to expect the
result.
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